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EDITORIAL Open Access
Welcome Home, Systems Chemists!
Günter von Kiedrowski1*, Sijbren Otto2, Piet Herdewijn3
Abstract
It is our utmost pleasure to launch the Journal of Systems Chemistry. What systems chemistry exactly is will be
known in a few years from now when one is able to sketch the scope and vision of the field also based on
upcoming contributions to our journal. How systems chemistry came up is more easy to tell. In this editorial we
therefore focus predominantly on how the term “Systems Chemistry” came into being and how its scope evolved
over recent years. It is perhaps not surprising that the term emerged within the communities researching the ori-
gin and synthesis of life, as this is probably the most challenging question in Systems Chemistry. The field however
encompasses much more than just this subject - it offers a plethora of new opportunities for the discovery of life-
like dynamic signatures in all areas in chemistry.
Systems Chemistry and the origin of life
Five years ago a number of eminent colleagues from
prebiotic chemistry, supramolecular chemistry , theoreti-
cal biology and complex systems research attended
Chembiogenesis 2005 in Venice, Italy - a conference
within the EU network on “Prebiotic Chemistry and
Early Evolution” (COST D27) [1]. Accidentally, the term
“Systems Chemistry” appeared in the title of a scientific
paper [2] published in the week when the meeting had a
post-conference workshop, also entitled “Systems Chem-
istry”. Chembiogenesis speakers re-gathered to discuss a
potentially emergent field in which prebiotic and supra-
molecular chemistry start a crosstalk, enriched by
insights from theoretical biology and the computer
science dealing with complex systems. Although each
school of thought has its own identity and language, it
was possible to arrive at a tentative scope and vision for
the field. Participants agreed to see Systems Chemistry
as:
Systems Chemistry - an early definition
(Venice 2005)*
• A conjunction of supramolecular and prebiotic
chemistry with theoretical biology and complex sys-
tems research addressing problems relating to the
origins and synthesis of life.
• The bottom-up pendant of systems biology
towards synthetic biology.
• Searching for a deeper understanding of structural
and dynamic prerequisites leading to chemical self-
replication and self-reproduction.
• The quest for the coupling of autocatalytic sys-
tems, the integration of metabolic, genetic, and
membrane-forming subsystems into protocellular
entities.
• The quest for the roots of Darwinian evolvability
in chemical systems.
• The quest for chiral-symmetry breaking and asym-
metric autocatalysis in such systems.
*Participants were Mark Bedau (Portland), Donna
Blackmond (London), Timoteo Carletti (Venice), Albert
Eschenmoser (Zurich), Ben Feringa (Groningen), Reza
Ghadiri (La Jolla), Martin Hanczyc (Odense), Ludovic
Jullien (Paris), Günter von Kiedrowski (Bochum), Meir
Lahav (Rehovot), Doron Lancet (Rehovot), Peter Nielsen
(Copenhagen), Norman Packard (San Francisco), Irene
Poli (Venice), Steen Rasmussen (Odense), Mauro Santos
(Barcelona), Peter Schuster (Vienna), Kenso Soai
(Tokyo), Peter Strazewski (Lyon), Tadashi Sugawara
(Tokyo), Eors Szathmáry (Budapest), Peter Walde
(Zurich).
Clearly, the early focus of Systems Chemistry was seen
in protocell research [3,4], a field that had gained
momentum after the announcement of Szostak, Bartel
and Luisi to search for a minimal form of life by a syn-
thetic approach [5]. At the time of the workshop the EU
had just started to fund the integrated project “Program-
mable Artificial Cell Evolution/PACE” (IST/FET)[6,7],
* Correspondence: kiedro@rub.de
1Chair of Bioorganic Chemistry, Ruhr University, Bochum, Germany
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and within PACE the European Center of Living Tech-
nology (ECLT) in Venice which hosted the workshop
that had been founded a year before. While a number of
dynamic descriptions for protocellular life existed [8-12],
the translation of a dynamic model for a protocell into
implementable pieces of chemistry revealed far more
difficulties than envisioned by those of us whose back-
ground is computer science. Moreover, as autocatalytic
feedback is the least common denominator of all scienti-
fic theories dealing with the origin of life (regardless of
whether the core is genetic, metabolic or containment-
based), it became highly desirable to focus on research
dealing with autocatalytic systems and their integration
into supersystems in a more general perspective. Indeed,
the Memorandum of Understanding for a new EU
research network on systems chemistry (COST
CM0703) [13] followed exactly this line of reasoning:
Abstract from a Memorandum of Understanding
(2007)
In the context of this COST Action “systems chemistry
is seen as the joint effort of prebiotic and supramolecu-
lar chemistry assisted by computer science from theore-
tical biology, theoretical chemistry, and complex systems
research to tackle dynamic supersystem integration
including at least one autocatalytic subsystem. It is the
bottom-up pendant of systems biology towards synthetic
biology. The origin of life is seen as a major stimulus to
organize research but the field is open for chemistries of
limited prebiotic plausibility. Subsystems may be classi-
fied as genetic, metabolic, or compartment-building.
Pairwise integration into higher organized supersystems
is expected to yield the knowledge enabling later the tri-
ple integration into minimal chemical cells. The integra-
tion approach will necessarily link to the question of
asymmetric autocatalysis and chiral symmetry breaking,
while the key challenge is to find the roots of Darwinian
evolvability in chemical systems.”
The above view of systems chemistry reflected discus-
sions with leading representatives of prebiotic chemistry
(Albert Eschenmoser) on one side and supramolecular
chemistry (Jean-Marie Lehn) on the other. While pre-
biotic chemistry had arrived at the insight that the tradi-
tional paradigm of “prebiotic robustness” (according to
which viable products of primordial chemical evolution
had to be thermodynamically stable) was about to fall -
and if fallen would need autocatalytic feedback to
replace it [14] - supramolecular chemistry had strong
objections to see any research connected to the problem
of the origin of life. The major argument against this
connection was that chemistry is an ahistoric science
while the origin of life is a problem in a historical
dimension. This is of course true: one cannot build a
time machine to be able to study exactly the set of
chemical reactions that did occur in the hydrosphere,
lithosphere and atmosphere of the early earth. But in
spite of this ignorance caused by a lack of data, one is
still able to go for “what if” experiments, similar to col-
leagues from physics at CERN’s Large Hadron Collider
who see the origin of the universe connected to experi-
ments in high energy particle physics. At least, the ori-
gin of life is a tremendous source of chemical
inspiration that may put us on track to discoveries in
chemistry that would otherwise have remained hidden.
Importantly, these discoveries may well have implica-
tions that go well beyond the origin of life.
Chiral symmetry breaking in Systems Chemistry
(2007)
The spontaneous emergence of optical activity in chemi-
cal reactions is such a discovery [15]. Life is based on
homochirality at all levels of molecules and this property
of making and using only one kind of chiral handedness
had to emerge somehow. For generations we as che-
mists have learned that enantioselectivity in a reaction
can only result from chiral information residing, for
example, in the catalyst of such a reaction. Without
chiral information the expected outcome of a reaction
that creates a chiral center is a racemate, a 50:50 distri-
bution of enantiomers. Albeit the spontaneous emer-
gence of a non-racemic outcome was known for quite a
long time [16] and recent reports even see it rather
close to equilibrium [17], processes of this kind usually
involve (nonlinear) phase-transitions such as the forma-
tion of nuclei, crystals and mesophases [18-22]. Kenso
Soai has discovered the first cases of enantioselective
autocatalysis in carbon-carbon bond-formation reactions
20 years ago [23] and numerous examples demonstrate
that even the tiniest chiral bias, the tiniest source of
chiral information can be detected by this autocatalytic
reaction [24]. However, claims for the spontaneous
emergence of homochirality were originally hidden in a
patent [25], acknowledging that homochirality is gener-
ally considered as a kind of “omne vivum e vivo“ in
chemistry. By respecting this paradigm, the Soai reaction
stayed as a singular example for almost two decades giv-
ing rise to the expectation that such reactions must be
ultra rare. The wall broke with a report by Tsogoeva et
al that simple Mannich and Aldol reactions show enan-
tioselective autocatalysis and even result in chiral sym-
metry breaking [26,27]. Due to the apparent simplicity
of the reactions several labs - including one of ours -
felt invited to study them by independent means. Today
it looks that the field of “organocatalysis” will soon
become offspring in the form of “organo-autocatalysis”.
Children with this property - being catalysts and pro-
ducts at the same time - have a serious chance to trans-
form organic chemistry into what one may call a “living
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technology”. At the same time such systems represent
attractive new routes to obtaining enantiomerically pure
chemicals at an industrial scale.
The Welcome to Equilibrium Molecular Networks
(2008)
In an overview published as a tutorial one of us stressed
the importance of reaction networks close to equili-
brium [28]. While oscillators [29,30], replicators [31-33],
and self-assembling systems [34-39] were seen as tradi-
tional ingredients in Systems Chemistry, the chemistry
of Dynamic Combinatorial Libraries (DCLs) [40-42]
offers many new opportunities especially if a coupling
with nonlinear feedback elements is envisioned. DCLs
are networks of reversible reactions often forming oligo-
mers or cyclic oligomers varying in size and composi-
tion. When seeded with a template molecule such
networks are adaptive in the sense that the equilibrium
population shifts towards an increased concentration of
molecules that bind to the template. While the behavior
of such thermodynamically controlled networks may
appear easily predictable, even these relatively simple
networks already exhibit counterintuitive behavior that
can only be rationalized by treating them at systems
level. The increase of binder concentration upon addi-
tion of a template is often referred to as selection or
amplification by supramolecular chemists sometimes
causing confusion among theoretical biologists who see
these terms intimately connected to a Darwinian process
("survival of the fittest”). Clearly, systems chemistry will
need to develop a joint language if the mutually stimu-
lating crosstalk between supramolecular and prebiotic
chemistry, theoretical biology and complex systems
research is about to create results at the interface
between the fields. Indeed this has begun already. A
DCL cannot only be harvested by approaching equili-
brium but also by pushing into the other direction.
Recent examples [43,44] indicate that a merger between
DCL- and replicator chemistry is a strong direction of
research within systems chemistry. On the other side, a
DCL cannot only be harvested by an autocatalytic reac-
tion taking up one of its components and resulting in
the narrowing of the population, it can also be gener-
ated by an autocatalytic reaction. Interestingly, an exam-
ple for such a DCL, albeit never termed as such, is to be
found in prebiotic chemistry. The formose reaction, dis-
covered by Butlerow about 150 years ago [45] has been
discussed for a very long time as a potential source for
the generation of sugars. Under alkaline conditions and
in the presence of minerals containing calcium, barium
or other divalent ions, formaldehyde reacts to produce a
interconverting “sugar library” containing glycol alde-
hyde, glycerine aldehyde, dihydroxyacetone, as well as
aldo and ketotetroses to heptuloses. The library
composition is strongly affected by mineral surfaces and
additives such as borate as “templates” and/or catalysts
[46,47]. While the autocatalytic nature in the early stage
of the reaction is reasonably understood, recipes for the
selective harvesting of prebiotic “target molecules” such
as ribose (needed for RNA, or perhaps not, see [48]) at
the late “library state” of reaction, so far have not been
based on autocatalysis. Here is where prebiotic chemis-
try can learn from the latest supramolecular chemistry.
Searching alternative biochemistries (2009)
Systems chemistry is strongly connected with the quest
for alternative biochemistries. Here is where systems
chemistry has a conceptual link to synthetic biology. In
the twentieth century, biology was mainly the science of
systems, while chemistry was the science of molecules
and their properties. The real interaction between biol-
ogy and chemistry (which, ultimately, will lead to the
understanding of biology based on chemical systems)
started when chemists moved beyond the science of
supramolecular assembly to the study of dynamic che-
mical systems. An impressive example is the work by
Ismagilov on chemical models for blood clotting [49,50].
In parallel, biology has met chemistry from the moment
it moved from a largely analytical science to a synthetic
endeavor, which has given birth to synthetic biology.
The engineering approach to synthetic biology, by using
circuit design, bioinformatics and systems biology to
come up with re-engineered biologicals, is extremely
important, but it will not teach us much about the che-
mical systems that support biology. The bottom up
approach which we envisage involves the development
of synthetic (bio)chemicals such as nucleic acid alterna-
tives [51-54] and evolutionary enzymes and their imple-
mentation in vivo to come up with new biologicals. The
bottom up approach towards synthetic biology might
not only mean protocell research, but also asking the
question whether a living cell can be reconstructed by
the uptake of a synthetic food set that is accepted by
the cell but leads to a structural reprogramming of bio-
molecules. Nucleic acids having an alternative backbone
but still being accepted by polymerases inside a cell
could be such a direction. The backbone might as well
have an influence on chiral selection by avoiding enan-
tiomeric cross-inhibition during the polymerization
reaction [55]. Where nature has selected only one type
of biology, based on serendipity and robustness, one
may ask how many proteins could exist that catalyze the
same reaction with the same substrate or with alterna-
tive substrates. The three cornerstones of a living system
- metabolism, catalysis and information - need to be ela-
borated individually and in an integrated way. This will
allow us to study evolution in metabolic and genetic
enclaves; i.e. systems chemistry in vivo and extends
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genetics beyond the analysis of existing genomes.
Genetic evolution may well be easier to understand
using these new chemical information systems that are
allowed to evolve in vivo to sustain life.
Another direction here is the quest for a potentially
ancient biochemistry in which RNA acted both as the
genetic material, substituting the role of DNA, as well as
the catalytic material, substituting the role of protein
enzymes. One of the most demanding requirements of a
RNA-world is the replication of RNA in the absence of
enzymes. While autocatalytic and cross-catalytic replica-
tion networks of short nucleic acids are known for some
time [56], similar enzyme-free replication of long RNA
molecules with the capacity for folding and catalysis
became possible only recently [57,58]. With the report
from the Joyce lab that exponential amplification of
RNA becomes feasible if replication is not based on the
standard model (viz. taking up monomers) but based on
cross-catalytic fragment ligations [59], we are now see-
ing the emergence of a nucleic acid systems chemistry
[60-63], which does not anymore depend on evolved
tools such as RNA polymerases, some of it reminding us
of Kauffman’s autocatalytic sets [64,65]. This work con-
ceptually links to the chemistry of molecular networks
as described by the labs of Ashkenasy, Ghadiri, and
others [66,67]. Another breakthrough, coined as “Sys-
tems Chemistry on the Early Earth” by Jack Szostak
[68], was reported by the Sutherland lab [48]. An effi-
cient formation of cytidine 5’-phosphate from a set of
primitive, potentially prebiotic chemicals brings new
plausibility for the RNA world picture. And regardless
whether or not and how long it existed “living RNA
chemistry” has at least to be seen as a rich platform for
systems chemistry.
Why Systems Chemistry?
Synthesis and design is per se a chemical endeavor - but
the goal of synthesis in chemistry is usually a chemical
structure. On the other hand, the design and synthesis
of complex dynamic behavior in chemical systems is as
much in its infant shoes as the reduction and recon-
struction approach of synthetic biology. It is a challenge
(if not the challenge) for the chemistry of the 21st cen-
tury. Let us now try to generalize the challenges that
face Systems Chemistry in the near future. Systems
chemistry seeks to combine the “classical” knowledge of
chemistry, viz. the language of molecules, their struc-
tures, their reactions and interactions, together with the
“classical” knowledge derived from existing forms of life.
One component of this approach, acting both as a trans-
lator and abstractor between these languages comes
from the fields of theoretical biology and complex sys-
tems research; the other key component comes from a
chemistry that is the offspring of both supramolecular
and prebiotic chemistry, and adds a new dimension that
has not been sufficiently addressed so far. Over the past
decades more and more chemists have learned to design
and implement chemical systems showing emergent
behavior, such as simple self-replicating and self-repro-
ducing systems, chiral symmetry breaking reactions, as
well as far-from-equilibrium self-organizing systems (i.e.
oscillating reactions , Turing patterns) and today we
even have the first examples of systems chemistry mak-
ing molecular motors [69]. For a more detailed descrip-
tion of some recent highlights in systems chemistry
from a more supramolecular perspective, see ref [70].
What is missing here is a kind of generalization of “syn-
thetic methods” based on the principles of autocatalysis,
supramolecular self-organization, molecular information
processing, and moreover, applicable in the range from
small molecules via nano- to mesosystems. Before we
will be able to come to such generalizations, many more
studies of the complex/emergent behavior of chemical
systems are required. The analytical tools have now
become accessible to most chemists to be able to set off
and explore the largely uncharted territory of chemistry
at systems level. The discoveries and new insights that
this territory holds in store require a forum for dissemi-
nation. The Journal of Systems Chemistry has been set
up for this purpose at a time that Systems Chemistry
starts to resonate with an increasingly large number of
chemists, biologists, physicists and computer scientists.
The foundation of this journal
When Jan Kuras from Chemistry Central asked the
three of us to act as Editors-in Chief of an Open Access
journal, we were a bit hesitative in the beginning. So
many good chemistry journals exist already, our libraries
cannot anymore afford the wealth of scientific literature
published worldwide and we all find ourselves more and
more excluded from reading an interesting article just
because our libraries were enforced to discontinue sub-
scription. Today this holds even for journals with a lead-
ing name in the past. Although Systems Chemistry by
2009 had become a proliferative new “meme” (in the
sense of Dawkins) and numerous events (including the
foundation of centers, networks, projects and conference
series) had marked the arrival of it - the hesitation
remained until the moment, when many eminent collea-
gues and friends from various fields of chemistry, biol-
ogy and physics felt attracted to follow our invitation to
become members of the Editorial Board. One of our
Editorial Board Members has meanwhile won the Nobel
Price. Congratulations Jack! The Journal of Systems
Chemistry will be a different journal. Nobody will be
excluded as a reader of an article published here. Our
journal is in line with the new set of regulations that
leading research funding organizations in the US and
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Europe have established very recently. The spirit of
these new regulations seeks to cut down the prolifera-
tive fragmentation of scientific information and the
questionable impact on science that rating agencies had
in the past. Scientific content and quality, not only
quantity counts in the new policy. We believe that this
spirit is supported if not the readership but the author-
ship of scientific information is asked to cover the cost
of publishing. Every one of us knows the noise which is
surrounding us in today’s age of information. A little bit
more silence and more time to concentrate on the
essentials, communicated in the form of fewer but more
groundbreaking publications, would be helpful indeed.
Scope of the journal
The Journal of Systems Chemistry is intended to cover
all aspects of Systems Chemistry. Defining clear bound-
aries at this stage of development of the field would be
premature. Nevertheless some idea as to what areas we
would like to see included in the Journal may be
obtained from the keywords listed below. Note that this
list is certainly not comprehensive.
• experimental and theoretical studies of complex
molecular networks
• catalytic and autocatalytic systems
• self-replicating and self-reproducing chemical
systems
• dynamic combinatorial chemistry
• emergent phenomena in molecular networks
• information processing by chemical reactions
• bifurcation and chiral symmetry breaking
• bottom up approaches to synthetic biology and
chemical evolution
• research on chemical self-organization inspired by
the problems of the origin and synthesis of life
• research from the conjunction of supramolecular,
prebiotic and biomimetic chemistry, theoretical biol-
ogy, complex systems physics, and earth, planetary
and space sciences with a center in chemistry
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